APPROVED
USED TRUCKS
Close to your business

APPROVED BY LINDE

APPROVED BY LINDE

Fleet Returns
Linde Approved Trucks are
typically returns from our
Linde owned rental fleets,
maintained from new by
Linde engineers.

LINDE PLUS
The Linde PLUS standard includes the following
refurbishment measures and equipment features:

OUR REMANUFACTURING PROCESS

—— Used forklift serviced and tested in accordance with the
manufacturer‘s recommendations
—— Mast, fork carriage and hydraulic system tested in accordance
with the manufacturer‘s specifications
—— Emissions test
—— Charger tested for electric trucks
—— Battery in working order in electric forklifts
—— Safety of steering axle checked
—— Usable tires
—— Functional electric motor
—— Full functionality based on the local standards
—— Good color condition and Linde labels
—— Tested drive unit
—— Usable driver‘s seat and safety belt
—— Operating hours counter checked
—— Operating instructions
—— CE declaration of conformity

At Linde, approved equipment is remanufactured according to our
internationally standardized remanufacturing process. Specially trained
Linde technicians diligently work through the process in specialized
regional remanufacturing centers. Only once a forklift has successfully
passed through the entire process it receives the ‘Approved Truck’ seal
of quality. Our international Linde Approved Standard ensures that you
can always rely on the same high quality and performance requirements wherever you buy an Approved Truck from us.

LINDE SUPER
The Linde SUPER standard includes the Linde PLUS features
mentioned above as well as the following points:

BUY PEACE OF MIND
Linde Approved Used Trucks are a high-quality
solution for your individual requirements and application
needs in material handling.
The reasons for buying an Approved Truck are as wide-ranging as our customer’s businesses.
It can be a fast-growing young company, not yet able to justify the investment in new
equipment. It can be a mature business with varying operating times for niche tasks or just
one wanting to bolster an already large fleet by a mix of new equipment and used trucks.
For all these cases, and many more, Linde’s Approved Trucks offer a risk-free way to acquire
reliable, high-performance equipment.
Typically coming from our Linde owned rental fleets, all Linde Approved Trucks undergo a
standardized remanufacturing process. These machines were regularly serviced by Linde
trained service technicians during their initial use and only the most suitable trucks which
meet our international standard are selected for the ‘Approved Truck’ program. Genuine
Linde spare parts are fitted throughout the process and certificates for warranty and full
compliance with EU regulation are handed over to the customer. Three international quality
standards – PLUS, SUPER and ULTRA – are available, designed to suit individual application
needs.
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First check on arrival

Comprehensive inspection

Remanufacturing process

In a first step, qualified engineers perform
visual and functional checks on all truck
systems and components, including lift
mechanisms and engines. All functions are
tested to identify parts that need further
inspection.

At this stage, the technician assesses if the
truck is fit to join the Approved Truck
program. If so, all mechanical, electrical and
in particular all safety parts, are thoroughly
checked to identify components which need
to be replaced by genuine Linde spare parts.
In addition the battery and combustion
engine are comprehensively tested and
will also be fully replaced if the test fails.

The machines are remanufactured according
to our international Linde Approved
standards. Depending on the selected
Approved Level, they are completely painted
and remanufactured. This standardized
process guarantees the same high product
quality wherever you buy an Approved Truck
from Linde.

—— Emissions test and compression pressure measurement for IC trucks
—— Battery capacity of more than 70 percent
—— Steering axle checked in accordance with the manufacturer‘s
specifications
—— Usable tires with more than 60 percent tread depth
—— Hydrostatic unit or combi-axle checked in accordance with the
manufacturer‘s recommendations
—— Re-painting in original Linde colors and Linde labels
—— Well-maintained driver‘s seat and safety belt
—— Prongs and lift chains with wear limit at 40 percent
—— Transparent truck history
—— Complete transfer certificate
Warranty: 3 months/250 hours (certificate included)

Pre-delivery check

LINDE ULTRA

The last step involves a comprehensive final
inspection. Signed Approved and safety
certificates are provided with every truck
as verification. Only after having successfully
passed the final inspection, the truck
receives the ‘Approved by Linde‘ seal of
quality. It marks the remanufacturing as
completed by Linde and visibly distinguishes
an Approved Truck from other used offerings
in the market.

Approved used forklifts in the Linde ULTRA category have
the same features as Linde SUPER together with the
following additional features:
—— Overhauled combustion engine
—— Overhauled electric motor
—— Refurbished, tested and certified or new charger
—— New battery or less than three years old with at least 80
percent capacity
—— Completely overhauled steering axle
—— New set of tires or at least 90 percent tread depth
—— Flawless visual condition with full re-painting
—— Driver‘s seat and safety belt as new
—— New prongs or maximum 10 percent wear
—— New lift chains or maximum 10 percent wear
—— Bearings in the mast checked and replaced where necessary
—— Control elements new or as new
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Warranty: 6 months/500 hours

OUR WIDER OFFER

— T raining opportunities for drivers or
forklift license test.
— T est drive possible at any time.

Linde Material Handling develops high-performance material flow solutions tailored to
individual customer needs, with which users achieve sustainable competitive
advantages. The company is one of the world‹s largest manufacturers of forklift trucks
and warehouse equipment and has been setting standards for solutions for
industrial trucks, fleet management, driver assistance systems and service offerings for
more than 50 years.

LINDE – for your performance
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— V
 arious financing and service
packages, such as long term rental
with full-service contract.
— Q
 uick and comprehensive service
directly at the customer‘s location.

